Conclusion

The aim of this dissertation was to amalgamate the potential of architecture and sport and to investigate the reconciliatory benefits of this duality within society.

Through the study of theories it became evident that certain architectural principles could augment on the existing success of sport as a tool for peace building. However the author stresses the importance of a thorough understanding of the context, site and local community. This encompasses both the tangible (lyf) and intangible (taal) aspects, as explained in the Streeks[Taal] and Werf[Taal] chapters.

These investigations revealed certain patterns that provide opportunity for architectural interpretation and; given the solitary nature with regard to existing built structure; is of cardinal importance in the design process.

Concerning township architecture and the green field state of the site, the importance of the urban design cannot be understated. The urban design provides the architect with the opportunity to design a building that serves as a catalyst for a future condition as well as the potential for a wider range of influence.

The architecture, governed by the five hyperterms personifies the intentions of sport as language that transcends racial and cultural barriers. The architecture enables the bridging of cultural and physical barriers. This ranges from physical bridging on urban scale to the use of material bridging in detail design and ultimately finds the beauty in the imperfections.
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